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Tropical environment= area between 23.5°N and 23.5°S. Area covers 50 million KM2 land, half 

in Africa. 3 types tropical climates(A): 

Rainforest climates (Af) 

Monsoon climates (Am) 

Savanna climates (Aw) 

Air masses 

Original concept, large body air physical properties= temp. + humidity, uniform over AREA. 

Now defined as large body air, horizontal gradients of main physical properties slack. Generally 

applied only lower layers atmosphere. Air masses cover thousands km2
• 

They derive temp. + humidity from regions which lie (source regions) principal ones: 

Areas relative calm, like semi-permanent high-pressure areas 

Where surface uniform, deserts, oceans+ ice-fields 

Air masses can modify when leave source. 

First classification Air masses made by Bergeron 1928. Classified first latitude of source area 

(controls temp.) next whether source area continental(dry) or maritime(moist). Maritime 

tropical(mT) one that warm+ moist. Next is subdivision refers stability of mass, whether cooled 

+ become stabler, or become warmer + less stable.

As mass move from source, may change cause of: 

Internal changes 

Effects of surface which move over 

Changes create secondary air masses. e.g. warm mass travels over cold surface, cools+ more 

stable. Low cloud or fog low chance rain. Cold air mass passes over warm surface warmed+ less 

stable. Rising air likely produce rain. Air masses that warmed= 'W'. Air that cooled= 'K'. 
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lntertropical convergence zone (ITCZ} 

Winds between tropics converge on ITCZ line (band few hundred km wide, enclosing places 

where wind flows inwards+ subsequently rise convectively) 

ITCZ lies S0N average. Known as 'meteorological equator'. Wanders seasonally, lags two months 

behind change in overhead sun. latitudinal variation pronounced over Indian Ocean cause large 

Asian continental land mass to N. Over E. Atlantic+ E. Pacific Oceans, ITCZ moves seasonally 

due to cold Benguela + Peru ocean currents. 

Movement of ITCZ over S. Africa complicated by land's shape, elevation +location.Southerly 

spur of ITCZ known as 'Zaire Air Boundary' (ZAB). largest+ prominent spur in S. Pacific= S. 

Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ) is warm pool near Papua. + most pronounced in Summer. lies 

mainly over water. Is convergence of: 

Moist northerlies from semi-permanent high pressure in S.E. Pacific 

S.E. easterlies from mobile highs moving across S.W. Pacific in summer. 

Winds at ITCZ light or non-existent, creating calm conditions called doldrums. Thought, 

occasionally bursts strong Westerlies, 'westerly wind bursts. 

Subtropical anticyclones 

Centres or ridges high pressure= subsidising air+ cold atmosphere. Found over continents, 

mainly in winter. High pressure belt S.E. Australia in winter, high pressure S. Australia in 

summer when sea colder. 

Subtropical high/warm anticyclone caused by cold air descending at tropopause. 2 rings high 

pressure= 30-35
° 

North+ South. Position high pressure cause of subsiding of Hadley cell. Alters 

5-10
° 

with movement of ITCZ.

Subtropical high-pressure belts lie over ocean, especially summer. Subtropical high anchored 

over E. Pacific by anticyclone from Andes. High strong cause of cold ocean surface. El Nino

Events doesn't occur. Highs larger than low pressure systems, 4,000 km width 2,000 km N/S. 

Smaller pressure gradients involved, winds lighter. Subtropical high-pressure belt crossed with 

cold fronts. Move E. at speed 30-50 km/h 

Anticyclone movement may stall + travel less 20
° 

latitude in week, known as 'blocking 

anticyclone' 

Effects 

Highs at surface cause subsidence. Temp. inversion occur, where cold high in winter over 

continent. Where low air pollution+ moisture, low level stratus clouds form, cause anticyclone 
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gloom. E.g. Melbourne in winter. Arid climates= prevalence high pressure like N.E. Brazil. 

Protrudes enough into S. Atlantic to be dominated by high pressure. 

Ocean Currents 

Oceanic gyre explains why E. Coast in S. hemisphere+ W. coast in N. hemisphere usually warm 

+ wet, warm currents carry water pole wards+ raise air temp. maritime areas. Cold currents

carry water towards equator, lower temp. coastal areas. West Coast cool+ dry as:

Advection cold water from poles 

Cold upwelling currents. 

E.g. S. Africa E. coast 3-8°c warmer than W. coast.

Wind 

Temp. wind determined by origin of air+ characteristics surface which blows. Wind from sea 

warmer in winter, cooler in summer than wind from land. 

Monsoon 

Wind patterns that experience seasonal reversal. Occur India, E. Africa, Arabia, Australia, China. 

Basic cause= difference in heating land+ sea on continental scale. 

In India 2 main seasons observed: 

N.E. monsoon, winter season+ hot dry season. 

S.W. monsoon, rainy season + post monsoon season. 

Most India's rainfall during S.W. monsoon. 

Winter season, winds blow outwards as high pressure centred over land. Parts S. India+ Sri 

Lanka receive rain, N.W. India receive rain as depression. Winter rains important as allow grow 

cereals. Mean temp. in winter= 26°c Sri Lanka, 10°c Punjab. N. regions+ interior areas larger 

temp. range than coastal. In N. daytime temp. over 26°c while frost at night. Hot, dry season 

March-May. Spreads N. through India. Daytime in N. = +49°c while coastal hot+ humid. Veg. 

growth prevented+ rivers dry up. In spring, high pressure over India replaced low pressure. Low 

pressure over equator, little regional air circulation. Man storms+ dust. Increase humidity near 

coast= rain. Sri Lanka, S. India, Bay Bengal receive rain= rice+ tea. Most India has continued 

drought. Rainy season = low pressure system intensifies. When pressure low enough, air from 

equatorial low+ S. hemisphere suckled in, bringing Moist air. As passes over ocean more 

moisture+ heavy rain when over India. 

S.W. monsoon in S. India early June, by end month Country affected, peaks in July-August. 

Rainfall varied between windward+ leeward sites. Low pressure over N.W. India driest part, 
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Case Studies 

► Pakistan's floods, August 2010

► The climate of Brunei Darussalam

► El Nino Southern Oscillations

► Blue holes in the Bahamas

► Primary Succession after Krakatoa's eruption in 1883

► Civil War & The Rwandan Rainforest

► The Heart of Borneo

akistan's floods, August 201 

Location 

It is a sovereign country S. Asia or Indian Subcontinent. Population +199 million, 6th populous 

country. Has 1,046 km coastline along Arabian Sea+ Gulf Oman in S. Bordered by India to East+ 

Afghanistan to West, Iran to S.W., China to N. 

Has 4 provinces with different cultures, languages, geography+ climate. 

Punjab= largest pop. 

Balochistan = largest land mass 

Sindh = sea, Indus+ Thar deserts 

North West Frontier Province (NWFP) mountains (peaks +25,000 feet) 

Rivers burst banks N.W. Pakistan. As a result, first area was the Swat Valley flooded. Everything 

along Indus river flooded. 

Background Knowledge + Facts 

Pop. = 187 mil. 

Birth rate = 25 births per 1,000 pop. 

Death rate = 7 deaths per 1,000 pop. 
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The flood was major hydro meteorological disaster. Climate change made severer. 17 million 

people affected. 1,600 deaths. 1.2 mil. Houses damaged. 11,000 damaged schools. UN AID= 

$168 mil. It continued through Summer (their worst flood since 1920s). Poor infras. didn't help. 

½ country along Indus river underwater. Indus river runs from N to S of Pakistan. It affected 

more than 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami + Haiti 2010 combined. 

27-30th July, 373 mm rain Murree, 394mm at Islamabad, 415 mm at Risalpur.

Peak discharge peaked 1.18 million cusecs compared to 327,000 normal.

Causes 

End July 2010, heavier monsoon rains than 2009. Precipitation too intense infiltration occur, 

increase overland flow. NW Pakistan rivers burst. Lasted nonstop for a month. At worst½ 

country along Indus under water. 270 mm rain fell in Peshawar 24 hours. Further flooding in 

August meant water flooded in previously damaged banks. 

Major Causes 

Monsoon pattern + heavy rainfall 

Climate Change 

Deforestation 

Reduction in UN international disaster help 

Taliban 

Pakistan climate varies rainfall ranging less 10 inches to 150 inches per year. Half of Pakistan's 

rainfall= July-Sept. (Monsoon season) 

Heavy monsoon rainfall +200 mm recorded 4-day wet spell 27-30th July 2010 in Province 

Khyber, Pakhtunkhwa + Punjab. 

Unusual weather conditions, fast moving trough Subtropical jet stream combined with annual 

monsoon event created record rainfall levels. Warm moist monsoon air from Indian ocean rose 

quicker, unusual jet stream conditions. Resulted heavier rainfall. 

Deforestation 

Pakistan highest rate deforestation in world 

5% not occupied by forest as deforestation 
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Hazards resulting from tectonic processes 

Global distribution of tectonic hazards 

Distribution of earthquakes 

Tee. Hazards= seismic activity like earthquakes, volcanoes+ tsunamis. Most World's 

earthquakes occur in defined linear patterns. These chains follow plate boundaries. E.g. Centre 

of Atlantic Ocean. Distinct lines of earthquakes around Pacific. Some cases broad like Nazca 

subduction S. American. Broad belts associated subduction zones. Narrower plates= 

constructive margins. Collision boundaries (Himalayas) associated broad belts earthquakes. 

Conservative plates (San Andreas Fault) narrow belt earthquakes. Isolated earthquakes caused 

by humans+ isolated plumes rising magma (hotspot). 

Distribution of Volcanoes 

Most voles. found plate boundaries. Some exceptions such as Hawaii (over hotspot). 550 

historically active voles. ¾ lie on "Pacific Ring Fire". Includes new voles like Mt. Pinatubo 

(Philippines) + St. Helens (US). Most studied voles above land but some submarine. 

Voles found on boundaries earth's major plates. Deeper levels earth not molten as pressure too 

high. Plate boundaries= molten rock (aka magma) supplies voles. In Ring Fire caused by 

subduction oceanic/continental crust. Sub. in ocean creates chains vole islands (aka island arcs) 

like "Aleutian Islands" (Pacific under N. American). Where sub. of oceanic crust under cont. = 

formation young fold mountains. "Andes" (Nazca under S. American) 
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At subduction zone cold slab (ocean floor) slides down subduction zone slowly warming. 

Volatile compounds (water +CO2) leave slab+ move upwards into mantle so melts. Hot magma 

able to rise. 

Explosion occur where water meets hot rock. Water vaporises, increases pressure until rock 

explodes. Gases within molten rock also pressure build up. Explosion depends viscosity of 

magma. Gases dissolve easily in molten rock deep underground as pressure high. As it rises to 

surface pressure drops+ some gas becomes insoluble creating bubbles. In fluid magma bubbles 

rise surface. In viscous traps gas building enough pressure create vole eruption. Style eruption 

influenced by processes at different plate boundaries. Partial melting (process of different 

melting point of minerals). 

Partial melting Earth's mantle creates basalt. At sub zones, older+ deeper slabs= greater partial 

melting producing silica-rich magma. 

Tsunamis 

90% world's tsunamis in Pacific Ocean as associated with sub zones. 

Earthquakes and resultant hazards 

Equake = series vibrations/seismic waves (shock) that originate from focus (point where plate 

suddenly releases tension). Epicentre= point on surface of Earth above focus of equake. large 

equake preceded by smaller tremors (aka foreshocks) + followed by aftershocks (devastating 

as damage buildings already damaged by first main shock. Seismic waves travel along surface+ 

through Earth. 

Following quake 2 types body waves (within Earth's interior) occur. First= P-waves 

(primary/pressure waves) Second= transverse S-waves (Oscillations at right-angle to direction 

movement). 

P-waves travel by compression + expansion, able pass through rocks, gases+ liquids.

S-waves travel with side to side motion, able pass through solids but not liquids+ gases as no

rigidity to support sideways motion. 

1909 Yugoslavian geophysicist detected 4 kinds seismic waves: 

2 pressure waves (slow travelling near epicentre+ faster moving waves further away) 

2 shear waves (slow travelling near epicentre+ faster moving waves further away) 
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Case Studies 

► Haiti's 2010 Earthquake

► Japan's Earthquake and Tsunami, 2011

► Lake Nyos (Cameroon) Deadly Gas Cloud

► Puerto Rico's Landslides

► Italian Mudslides, 1998 (Human Causes)

► Venezuelan Mudslides

► European Avalanches, 1999

► Cyclone Nargis and Burma's (Myanmar) Recovery, 2008

► Indiana's (USA) Tornadoes

► Experiment - Effectiveness of geo-materials for slope sustainability

► Montserrat's sustainability with its Hazardous Environments
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depth 13 km. Aftershocks strong as 5.9 9 km below surface + 56 km S-W of city ½ of pop 

affected. 300,000 people died, 250,000 injured + 1 million homeless. 

Hispaniola sits on Gonave microplate (small strip of crust squeezed between N. American+ 

Caribbean tee plates). Vulnerable to rare violent quakes. DR suffered serious quake 1946. 

Enriquillo-Plantain Garden fault accumulating stress since prior quake (more than century 

inactive). 2 things magnified destruction: 

Power - epicentre 25 km S-W Port au Prince. 

Focus 13 km below. 

Region Ill suited withstand shaking. Most Port au Prince 2 million residents live in unstable tin 

shacks on unstable steep ravines. 60% buildings poorly constructed unsafe even under normal 

conditions. 

Red Cross est. 3 million people(½ Haiti's pop) need emergency aid. 7 days after quake UN 

managed get food 200,000 people. Help (doctors, sniffer dogs, tents, blankets, food) brought 

from Mexico, Venezuela, China, UK, France, Germany, Canada, Cuba. 

Financial assistance poured in. UN released $10 million from emergency fund+ EU countries 

pledged $13 7 million. Haiti's institutions weak before disaster. Quake devastated capital, gov+ 

UN (tried build state in Haiti since 2004) affected as lost buildings+ essential staff . 

. Following quake plans discussed for rescue, rehabilitation + reconstruction of country. Difficult 

as money invested in Haiti failed remove poverty, crime+ corruption. Since 2000 $4 billion 

given to Haiti to rebuild communities+ infrastructure devastated by trop storms, floods+ 

landslides. Mismanagement+ lack coordination to attempt frustrated all efforts. Foreign debt 

of $1.5 billion weighed down economy. 




